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Introduction 

First, let me express 1ny deep gratitude to you for taking time out of your 
busy schedule and the public de1nands made upon so celebrated a writer to 
talk to a reader who finds your works - be they poetic, dramatic, or prose -
intriguing and compel! ing. I can well understand why the International Pen 
Club has you as their vice-president. Secondly, I must tell you that I would 
like to use this interview as the opening piece in a monograph of your works 
that I hope to publish shortly, containing articles by myself and also those by 

some of my postgraduate students at  the University of Pretoria in South 
Africa. 

Rosemary Gray: I'd like to begin by asking you to respond to my 
perception that throughout your oeuvre there seems to 1ne to be a single 
guiding principle, a deeply embedded philosophical credo, if you like. Of 
course I could be 1nistaken, being driven in my reading of your work by my 
own horizons of expectation (to borrow a term from Robert Jauss). In other 
words, I may be being misled by my own reception aesthetics. The principle 
I refer to is, I believe, nowhere better expressed than towards the end of 
Songs of· Enchantment when, from the silence of "unblindedness", Azaro's 
father, in conversation with his son, a "spirit-child", an abiku, is moved to 
muse that 

[t]he light comes out of the darkness. 
(1993: 287) 

This is a catalyst for two other questions and for a request I should like to 

make, but perhaps you'd like to respond to my contention about your 

guiding principle before I pose the two questions that arise out of this one. 

Am I on the right track in attributing an innate optimism to you? 
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